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understanding of trafﬁcking in persons
and to ensure that the following articles
cover aspects of the phenomenon – and
responses to it – which are often sidelined.
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This desperate mother travelled from her village in Nepal to
Mumbai, India, hoping to ﬁnd and rescue her trafﬁcked teenage daughter. “I will stay in Mumbai until I ﬁnd my daughter
or die. I am not leaving here without her.”
Kay Chernush for the US State Department

Apologies for the delay in getting this issue of FMR to you. Distribution of copies of
FMR24 to Sudan and neighbouring countries was a complex and time-consuming
challenge. Furthermore, the increasing number of articles in each issue of FMR inevitably makes greater demands on our time.
In order to reduce our costs, the Peace Studies Programme of the Social Scientists
Association of Sri Lanka is now handling the printing and distribution of the English,
Arabic and French editions of FMR.
FMR 26, to be distributed in August 2006, will focus on the displacement of Palestinians – and will be published together with a report on a conference on education in
post-conﬂict reconstruction held in Oxford in April 2006. FMR27, to be published in
December 2006, will focus on building the capacity of Southern governments and civil
society to assist and protect displaced people. Deadline for submissions: 1 September.
Information about future issues is at: www.fmreview.org/forthcoming.htm
With our best wishes
Marion Couldrey & Tim Morris
Editors, Forced Migration Review
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